Rogerstii

California car with nosunroof and no rust. Super dry and particularly clean body and
undercarriage. The car was previously owned by Roger at RogersTii. This car has been owned
by him for over 25 years. Roger has taken the utmost care of the car during his ownership and
has kept detailed receipts and a service log. Prior to his ownership it was owned in Newark,
California. It is truly amazing that this Tii has only traveled 84k documented miles. Records date
back to This Tii has undergone a long 3 year restoration that was just completed May The car
has been driven less than miles since completion. The original Tii fuel injected motor eventually
reached the end of its life span and finally it required a rebuild or replacement. This prompted
the decision to change the factory Tii motor and transmission to something more powerful! The
chosen motor would be a new 2. Metric Mechanic is a leading BMW drivetrain expert shop
inbusinessfor over 30 years building performance only BMW engines, transmissions and
differentials. Linkhere Metricmechanic. Full receipts from Metric Mechanic and tuning guide are
included. To match the power plant is a newly built Metric Mechanic 4 Speed Manual
transmission and a limited slip rear differential. It is the perfect power train setup for the Tii.
Power is unbelievable and shifting is amazingly precise. The motor also features lightened
flywheel mm, cool down pulley mm and Super Sprint Header. The restoration started with a strip
down of the older Chamonix paint and motor was removed to paint the entire engine bay, body
and trunk. Floors were untouched because of the beautiful integrity. A Zender front spoiler
completed the front end aggressive stance. The motor and transmission were both still new in a
crate and prepped for the transplant by the owner of the shop JP. The subframe was removed
and powder coated, new firewall insulation installed, and tie rods were replaced. The clutch,
slave, master cylinder, front brake calipers, pads, brake lines and rear brake parts all replaced. It
also has a new fuel pump, heater valve, fuse box and so many more misc engine parts. A new
Optima yellow top battery was purchased and relocated to the trunk area. Hood pad and
rubbers were all replaced along with engine bay decals. The next item of focus was the
suspension. A new Ireland Engineering sway bar was installed in the front, Bilstein shocks, and
performance lowering springs. The wheels are rare Ronal Turbo 15 x7 vintage wheels andFulda
tires. On the interior I replaced the carpet with German Loop Blue carpet. In the front I installed
a set of E21 Recaro seats sans headrests for that vintage race car look. They were recovered in
the Factory Blue color to match blue door panels. The back seat was recovered to match the
front seat seam pattern. Rear hat tray is new as well. Note that no speaker holes were cut and
new owner can choose where to place speakers in the car. The dash isoriginal and has one
small crack down the middle but otherwise perfect. Aftermarket gauges were tastefully placed
for additional monitoring of vitals. Denon Stereo will need hook up if desired. Momo steering
wheel feels great in your hands. The car tracks beautifully and turns like it was built for
thetwisty roads. Login Register Sitemap Contact us Home. This is not your average Tii
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have to call him again. Yesterday I get the padded envelope. I put the hose in and mail it. Fast
forward to today! I get another email. Order Status Changed Hi David An order you recently
placed on our website has had its status changed. I mention he was supposed to send a
replacement hose. Not a refund. I just returned the hose yesterday. Again, no communication.
You screwed up and sent the wrong part and your responsibility is to make it right. I did my part
and sent the hose back. You know what his comment was? The reigning saga of stupidity

continues. Here's his email he sent to me The physical hose matched the part number that you
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March 24, Steve BluntTech is a genuine, knowledgeable and down-to-earth individual who has a
passion for these cars and this community. Every time I need a part I check his. FWIW , 45 hits
come up using seArch In the for what it is worth category, I use rogerstii. I ordered "buckets" of
stuff, each each. I never had a problem with rogerstii, quality seems good, no reason to change.
I do order stuff from Ireland. They are great and have some innovative products, and the kits are
well thought out. He provides an excellent support role to our community by stocking a huge
variety of parts with a wealth of knowledge to back them with. Never spoke to them on the
phone but always ordered directly online, paid via PayPal and receive package within a week or
two. Never had any issue. Only one time after placing an order, I received an email saying that
the part was on back order and only that time I had to wait a few extra weeks. Which is fine
because I have had to wait over a year for some part I ordered directly through the local dealer.
And sometime the local dealer doesn't have an eta on some part. I have used him also a few
times but that was back in the early daze. I remembered it being positive with no problems. I just
rifled the archives with his name and most of the posts about him were positive since The
complaints back then and throughout the years were his high prices but like I thought, most
were positive. His history proves positive. I can't say about today as I have not ordered but I'm
sure I will be. I bought several items from them. I had an issue with the strut bearing assemblies
I purchased, bearings fell out of the assemblies. He sent replacement BMW units even before I
returned the defective parts. Great service and good communication. Left side is Backorder.
Right side same cost. Left side is Backorder, noted on site. In stock. So it is a little bit of a
mixed bag on these items, probably a lot of things would be similar. I get most everything from
the dealer, for the most part the best pricing, great service and they are in California local to me
and I always try to support the locals whenever i can, even if it means paying some premium
within certain limits. A lot has been said here. In my experience RogersTii is a good seller and I
never through twice about the service. In fact, he sells a Cad-plated bolt kit for the doors hood
and trunk which was awesome and convenient when I put together my car after repaint. Like
anything, when you're buying obscure parts you may need to shop around. I like that his
website has pictures of the products too. All this said: in my experience Dave at Aardvarc
Racing and Steve at Bluntech are tremendously helpful and the best sellers I've worked with. I'm
with Jim. I needed some trim bits for the CS. Telling me take them or leave them. I left them and
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accept. In Germany, automotive engineering is a great point of pride. This Porsche is a
non-running project that was purchased by the seller in June and subsequently disassembled.
A numbers-matching 2. This project is now offered with a Porsche Certificate ofâ€¦. This
Porsche Carrera coupe remained registered in New York until it was acquired by the seller on
BaT in April and subsequently relocated to Wisconsin. The car is finished in dark blue over
beige leather and power comes from 3. This BMW tii was acquired by the seller in and
subsequently underwent a multi-year refurbishment. The body was refinished in yellow over a
blue and black vinyl interior, and power comes from a fuel-injected 2. Date stampings are
present on the wheel centers along with manufacturer and dimension markings, as outlined
below. The car is finished in Mystic Blue Metallic over black Nappa leather, and power is
provided by a 3. The original SMG transmission was converted to a six-speed manual gearbox
in September , and additional workâ€¦. This removable hardtop was built for use on a
Mercedes-Benz SL Roadster and was acquired by the seller more than 20 years ago. It is
finished in silver and features a glass rear window, black headliner, and polished trim. The top
is equipped with four mounting brackets and was recently fitted with new rubber seals. This
Porsche Carrera 4S coupe is finished in grey over black full leather and is powered by a 3.
Shifting is through a six-speed manual transaxle, and additional factory equipment includes the
Sport Chrono Package Plus, PCM with navigation, a sunroof, heated adaptive sport seats, and
Boseâ€¦. Equipment includes self-washing bi-xenon headlights, tinted windows, a roof spoiler,
an adjustable air suspension, heated and power-adjustable front seats, dual-zone automaticâ€¦.
This Porsche coupe was purchased by the seller 22 years ago, and it was subsequently
refurbished and modified. The floors were patched and the corners were reinforced, the body
was refinished in metallic green, Corbeau seats upholstered in gray cloth were fitted to the
interior, and the flat four was fitted with an AA 86mm Big Bore pistonâ€¦. This BMW Isetta is
finished in red with tan upholstery and is powered by an air-cooled cc single paired with a
four-speed manual transmission. Features include sliding side windows, a parcel rack, and a
gray fabric sliding sunroof. The car was acquired by the seller in July , and subsequent service
included an engine and driveshaftâ€¦. Optional equipment includes a front axle lift system,
Porsche Ceramic Composite Brakes, satin black-painted wheels, bi-xenonâ€¦. This BMW i has
78k miles and is powered by a 4. The car is finished in Oxford Green Metallic over beige leather
and features power-adjustable front seats, dual-zone automatic climate control, a power
sunroof, and rear window blinds. This E38 is now offered at no reserve by theâ€¦. The seller
acquired the car on BaT in January and has since added approximately of its 89k miles. They
were reportedly refinished during previous ownership and were acquired by the selling dealer in
Gallery photos show production date markings, Porsche part number stampings, and
manufacturer emblems. The car is finished in black over beige leather and is powered by a 3.
This Volkswagen Rabbit pickup was acquired in mid by the selling dealer after having been
stored for much of the past decade. The truck is finished in copper over tan vinyl, and power is
provided by a diesel 1. An ESS Tuning supercharger has been installed along with a Snow
Performance methanol injection system, Ground Control coilovers with camber plates, Ceika
brakes, and a short shifter. This BMW M Roadster has been modified with Dinan performance
parts including a supercharger, and is powered by a 3. Power comes from a 5. This
Mercedes-Benz E is finished in silver over gray leather and powered by a 3. Additional
modifications consist of a big-bore kit, a stainless steel exhaust system, Progressive fork
springs, a solo bump seat, bar-end turn signals, and a Brown side stand. This BMW is is
finished in metallic gray over red leather and powered by a 2. Equipment includes a sunroof, air
conditioning, and a trip computer. Service in preparation for sale consisted of an air
conditioning system recharge, repair toâ€¦. This Porsche S2 was originally delivered to Bert
Wolfe Porsche of Charleston, West Virginia, and spent much of its life in Ohio before being
acquired by the selling dealer in December The car is finished in black over black leather, and
power is provided by a 3. This Volkswagen Type 2 is a nine-passenger window Deluxe model
that was acquired by the seller in the summer of from its longterm previous owner. This
Porsche Turbo coupe was first registered in Florida and spent time in California before it was
purchased by the seller and relocated to Hawaii in The car is finished in Carrara White over

black full-leather upholstery, and power comes from a twin-turbocharged 3. This Porsche B
roadster was completed on January 18, and reportedly spent many years in storage before
being acquired as a project by the late owner approximately a decade ago. It is finished in dark
blue over matching leather and powered by a 4. Equipment includes a replacement
ivory-colored steeringâ€¦. The truck was delivered new in New York and spent time in several
states before being acquired by the selling dealer in Features include an adjustable air
suspension,â€¦. This Mercedes-Benz SL has spent its life in California and was recently
relocated to Pennsylvania after its acquisition by the selling dealer. Finished in silver with a
power-operated retractable hardtop over a gray leather interior, the car is powered by a
twin-turbocharged 5. The car was first registered in Texas and spent time in North Carolina
before returning to Texas prior to its acquisition by the selling dealer in December The car is
finished in black over red and is powered by a 4. Now showing 24k miles, the car was first
delivered to Hart BMW of Rogers, Arkansas and spent time in Missouri prior to its acquisition by
the seller in a June Bring a Trailer auction. Power is provided by a 3. This Mercedes-Benz SL
was acquired by the selling dealer approximately six years ago and has since received a
mechanical and cosmetic refreshment that was completed in Work is said to have included
overhauling the engine and installing Weber carburetors, along with reupholstering the interior,
rechroming the trim, and refurbishingâ€¦. This Mercedes-Benz SEL has remained registered in
California since new and was acquired in by the seller, who has since added 6, of the 77k
indicated miles. The car is finished in Arctic White over a gray leather interior, and power is
provided by a 4. This Porsche Carrera coupe is finished in Guards Red over black and is
powered by a 3. The car was first registered in Illinois and wasâ€¦. Equipment includes a blue
soft top, a body-color removable hardtop, automatic climate control, cruise control, and a
Becker stereo. This Porsche is finished in red over a black vinyl interior and is powered by a 1.
Features include the Appearance Group option package, Koni shocks, Fuchs-style wheels, a
cassette stereo, chrome bumpers, and removable Targa roof panel. Equipment includes a
power-retractable black soft top, a body-color removable hardtop, cruise control, automatic
climate control, xenon headlights, heated andâ€¦. Power is from a cc two-stroke single paired
with a four-speedâ€¦. This Porsche is one of 45 Carrera Cup models produced for the US, 25 of
which were converted by Andial in California for a planned single-make racing series. Porsche
canceled the series before it began and instructed Andial to return the cars to road-legal trim
before they were sold to the public. This Porsche Carrera coupe is finished in black over gray
leather and is powered by a 3. The car was first registered in Pennsylvania and was acquired by
the current owner in and subsequently modified with a three-spoke steering wheel, removal of
the factoryâ€¦. This Porsche Carrera 4S is finished in silver over black leather and is powered by
a 3. This Volkswagen Beetle is finished in beige over black vinyl and is powered by a
replacement 1. Equipment includes a sunroof, automatic climate control, fog lights, roof rails,
and power-adjustable front seats. The car was first sold in Florida, where it remained through
itsâ€¦. They were acquired by the seller 25 years ago and reportedly were refinished in
Manufacturer stampings and size markings can been seen below. This set of four Fuchs wheels
is now offered at no reserve in Lakewood, California,â€¦. This Porsche Carrera S was acquired
by the seller following a June BaT auction and has since been modified with a lifted suspension,
all-terrain tires, a roll cage, and a rear skid plate. It is finished in black over black leather and
powered by a 4. This Porsche GT3 is finished in white over black leather and Alcantara with
deviated silver stitching and is powered by a 3. This Porsche Carrera coupe is finished in
Prussian Blue Metallic over blue leather, and was kept in British Columbia, Canada from prior to
its acquisition by the seller in Arizona. This BMW i is powered by a 4. This Mercedes-Benz is
one of examples exported to Asia when new and was distributed through Western Automobile
Company of Tokyo. A short-wheelbase variant, the car is finished in black over Anthracite
leather and blue velour and features a glass dividing partition and a rear bar compartment. This
Meyers Manx is said to have been sold new as a kit from a Volkswagen dealer in Massachusetts
and then assembled by a builder in New Hampshire. It has since been further refurbished and is
now powered by a Chicoâ€¦. Finished in Iridium Silver Metallic over a two-tone black and gray
Exclusive leather interior, the car is powered by a 4. This Porsche GT3 RS is one of examples
built for the US market during a two-year production run, and it is finished in black with orange
graphics. Power is from a 3. This Mercedes-Benz SL is a European-market example that was
imported into the US during prior ownership, and it is finished in Midnight Blue with a blue
convertible top over gray leather. Power is provided by a 2. Equipment includes a limited-slip
differential, power moonroof, rear spoiler, cruise control, automatic climate control, and a
six-disc CD changer. The car is finished in green with white stripes over a stripped interior, and
power comes from a replacement, naturally aspirated 3. This was last on track at Road America
in and is now offered by the selling dealer in Florida with a spare set of BBS wheels and a bill of

sale. This Porsche Boxster is finished in silver over red leather and powered by a 2. This
Volkswagen Type 3 Squareback reportedly spent much of its life in California before being
acquired by the seller in and relocated to Missouri. The car has been repainted in light green,
and the interior features black vinyl seats, white interior panels, and a bamboo under-dash
parcel shelf. This BMW i is a left-hand drive coupe with no sunroof that was sold new in Spain,
where it is said to have spent most of its life until being purchased by its current owner out of
Switzerland and imported to the US in Equipment includes a detachable hardtop, a beige soft
top, neon turn signals and brake lights, heated power-adjustable seats, a six-disc CD changer,
and an Eisenmann exhaust system. The car spent time in Texas and North Carolina before
being acquired by the seller in Finished in black over black, the car is powered by a 5. This
Porsche Carrera 4S is finished in Arctic Silver Metallic over black partial leather, and is powered
by a 3. The car is finished in black over charcoal Exclusive Nappa leather and is powered by a
twin-turbocharged 6. This Porsche Carrera coupe is finished in Seal Grey Metallic over black
leather and it is powered by a modified 4. The car is finished in silver with a black soft top over
black leather and is powered by a 3. The car is finished in black over silver Novillo leather, and it
is powered by a 4. This Porsche is finished in yellow over matching houndstooth cloth and is
powered by a 2. This Mercedes-Benz TD is a European-market example that was imported to the
US under previous ownership and acquired by the seller in Finished in silver over a black and
brown MB-Tex interior, the car is powered by a 3. The body wears a repaint in white, and power
is provided by a PMNA-rebuilt 3. The car was sold new by Autohaus Brugger in Redwood
City,â€¦. The car was sold new at Alan Johnson Porsche of San Diego, California, and reportedly
remained in the state with its original owner through after which it was acquired by the
sellingâ€¦. Equipment includes air conditioning, cruise control, a sunroof, and power
accessories. Casting marks show Porsche part numbers, manufacturer logos, sizing, offsets,
and production dates. This Mercedes-Benz SL was sold new in Oklahoma City and was later
brought to California, where it was reportedly placed into storage by the family of the original
owner, from whom the seller is said to have acquired the car in The car is finished in Signal Red
over a black interior and is powered by a 2. The car was acquired by the seller in November ,
and is finished in silver over black leather. Power is supplied by a 2. This BMW Ci convertible is
powered by a 3. Features include a black soft top, power-adjustable heated seats, automatic
climate control, cruise control, Harman Kardon audio, and power windows, locks, and mirrors.
This BMW xi sedan is finished in black over a black Dakota leather and powered by a 3.
Features include automatic climate control, a sunroof, walnut trim, adaptive xenon headlights,
power-adjustable and heated front seats, and iDrive infotainment withâ€¦. The car is finished in
dark metallic blue over tan leather and powered by a 3. This Mercedes-Benz SE 4. The car was
first owned in Redlands, California, and it was purchased by theâ€¦. This The car is said to have
spent its first 23 years in Pennsylvaniaâ€¦. The car was acquired by its current owner in and has
since been refurbished and modified in Jolly style. The body was refinished in a salmon color
and the underside treated with Gravitex coating. The car was delivered new through the
Mercedes-Benz European delivery program and remained with its first registered owner until
Features include a removable hardtop with a panoramicâ€¦. This Porsche is one of
approximately 1, Carrera S models brought to the US during a two-year production run and is
finished in black over a Boxster Red leather interior. This Mercedes-Benz E cabriolet is finished
in white over beige leather and is powered by a 3. This BMW i coupe was first delivered to
Saddleback BMW of Irvine, California, and is said to have remained under original ownership
until its acquisition by the seller in It is finished in Alpine White over Natur leatherette and
powered by a 2. The car is finished in silver over black Nappa leather, and power is provided by
a 3. This Porsche S4 is finished in Slate Gray over white leather upholstery and is powered by a
5. Equipment includes Buco saddlebags with built-in reflectors, an Earles fork, chrome engine
and headlight guards, and a Denfeld solo saddle. The bike was acquired by the seller in January
, reportedlyâ€¦. The seller acquired the car in , and service inâ€¦. Options include the Premium
and Premium Audio packages, along with heated front seats and a comfort steering wheel. This
Porsche-Diesel Standard Star tractor reportedly resided in Germany and the Netherlands before
being imported to the US by the selling dealer in According to the selling dealer, the tractor was
mechanically and cosmetically refurbished in the Netherlands in , and it is finished in red with
black accents and cream wheels. This Porsche Carrera cabriolet is finished in Slate Grey over
Savanna leather, and power is provided by a 3. This Volkswagen Super Beetle is powered by a
1,cc flat-four paired with a four-speed manual transaxle and was acquired in California by the
seller in June and relocated to Arizona. The car is finished in Topaz Blue Metallic over black
leather and is powered by a 3. The car is finished in white over black leather, and power comes
from a Dinan-supercharged 3. The car is finished in silver with a black cloth soft top over black
leather and is powered by a 6. Equipment includes a body-colored hardtop, AMG stylingâ€¦.

Equipment includes a black soft top, a body-color removable hardtop, automatic climate
control, cruise control, and a Becker stereo. It was purchased by the seller in Florida in after
spending several years in storage with its previous owner, a liquor store owner who reportedly
took the car in on trade as part of a debt repayment. Th
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e new BaT Podcast! Listen now. German In Germany, automotive engineering is a great point of
pride. Have one? Sell yours here Notify me when one is listed. No Reserve: BMW Isetta This
BMW Isetta is finished in red with tan upholstery and is powered by an air-cooled cc single
paired with a four-speed manual transmission. No Reserve: Volkswagen Rabbit Pickup Diesel
5-Speed This Volkswagen Rabbit pickup was acquired in mid by the selling dealer after having
been stored for much of the past decade. Safari-Style Porsche Carrera S This Porsche Carrera S
was acquired by the seller following a June BaT auction and has since been modified with a
lifted suspension, all-terrain tires, a roll cage, and a rear skid plate. No Reserve: Volkswagen
Super Beetle This Volkswagen Super Beetle is powered by a 1,cc flat-four paired with a
four-speed manual transaxle and was acquired in California by the seller in June and relocated
to Arizona. Show More Loading more auctions. Show More Loading more stories.

